
  

Ms. Tinne Van der Straeten 

Federaal Minister van Energie 

Ministre fédéral de l'Energie 

Finance Tower 

Kruidtuinlaan 50/156, Bd. du Jardin Botanique 50/156 

1000 Brussel - Bruxelles 

 

Brussels, 24 May 2024 

Dear Minister Van der Straeten, 

CurrENT Europe, ESMIG, smartEn, and T&D Europe are dedicated to fostering 

integrated, competitive, consumer-centric, flexible, and transparent electricity 

markets in the European Union. We would like to strongly urge you include a call 

for the development and use of smart grid indicators in the Conclusions of the 

Energy Council on the 30th of May 2024.  

To achieve the EU’s climate and energy targets, significant investments are needed 

in the expansion, smartening, and refurbishment of the electricity infrastructure. 

Proper and structured monitoring, along with an inclusive process for agreeing on 

the required smartness and efficiency of the electricity network and its deployment, 

is essential to facilitate targeted and efficient investments. In the EU Electricity 

Directive ((EU) 2019/944) you have established in Article 59 (1) (l) smart grid 

indicators, which is an effective tool for monitoring progress towards a smart grid 

that promotes energy efficiency, the integration of energy from renewable sources, 

and the empowerment of consumers. Now, 5 years after the adoption of the 

directive, it is high time to accelerate the development of this tool and implement it 

across the EU. 

 

Therefore, we ask that the Conclusions of the Council meeting: 

• Acknowledge that smart grid indicators are an essential tool to guide 

investments in the efficiency, smartening and modernisation of the grid. 

• Encourage stakeholders to develop and consider the smart grid indicators in 

the preparation and deployment of grid investment plans.  

https://www.currenteurope.eu/
https://www.esmig.eu/
https://smarten.eu/
https://tdeurope.eu/en/


  

We look forward to seeing these recommendations reflected in your discussions 

and conclusions, and eagerly anticipate the positive impact SGI’s have on the future 

advancement of Europe's electricity grids.  

 

Sincerely, 

Layla Sawyer, Secretary General, CurrENT Europe,  

Tomás Llobet, Managing Director, ESMIG, 

Michael Villa, Executive Director, smartEn, 

Diederik Peereboom, Secretary General, T&D Europe 


